THE TECH

THE OPEN FORUM

December 13, 1929

Mr. D. Yalla Heiman, 
Manager

Walter Memorial Building

Centalia, Conn.

Dear Pel: 

I am bringing the Manager of Board of Directors of THE TECH for the publicity we give you our Grill. Next month we believe the average age of our readers will fall down and become younger. We hope to give you the best publicity we have received in several years, and you won't have any lighter. I assure you, in the evening activity.

The Illinois court ruled recently that fraternities are charitable institutions and therefore exempt from sales tax. That seems to be the pet pocket of what isn't what.

The trustees of the Washington's request that Ill per cent of the students attending the University of Washington be working their way through college so that at least paying part of their own expenses...

Just as "Der Tag" was famous as the beginning of an ambitious empire's plans, so today is the day which must serve to set us on our way for establishing a new Walker. This evening the Senior Class Dance inaugurate the social season at Walker Memorial.

Preparations are complete to make this a long remembered event. Simple floral decorations will further beautify a room Rivaling both in cuisine and service the best hotels in the city, it will become the hub of all activities. The cooperation were given, the excellent food and service, and the centralized location of the building lead us to believe the success.

When trying out your dol- bus for new clothing, remember that we offer a wide variety of or we are buying new suits at the modest prices of $24.45 and $45.

But that's all that's modest about you. You've the whole band tailoring for which we're famous, all the smart suits, dresses, coats, and all-suit fabric of imported name.

Plenty of room, $4.34.

Tied suits—dinner coat and trousers—$2.49.

When buying your suits for the new season, remember that we offer a wide variety of suits at the modest prices of $24.45 and $45.

But that's all that's modest about you. You've the whole band tailoring for which we're famous, all the smart suits, dresses, coats, and all-suit fabric of imported name.

Plenty of room, $4.34.

Tied suits—dinner coat and trousers—$2.49.
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General Manager

THE TECH

Friday, December 13, 1929

Walter Memorial Building

Centalia, Conn.

Dear Pel: 

I am bringing the Manager of Board of Directors of THE TECH for the publicity we give you our Grill. Next month we believe the average age of our readers will fall down and become younger. We hope to give you the best publicity we have received in several years, and you won't have any lighter. I assure you, in the evening activity.

The Illinois court ruled recently that fraternities are charitable institutions and therefore exempt from sales tax. That seems to be the pet pocket of what isn't what.

The trustees of the Washington's request that Ill per cent of the students attending the University of Washington be working their way through college so that at least paying part of their own expenses...

Just as "Der Tag" was famous as the beginning of an ambitious empire's plans, so today is the day which must serve to set us on our way for establishing a new Walker. This evening the Senior Class Dance inaugurate the social season at Walker Memorial.

Preparations are complete to make this a long remembered event. Simple floral decorations will further beautify a room Rivaling both in cuisine and service the best hotels in the city, it will become the hub of all activities. The cooperation were given, the excellent food and service, and the centralized location of the building lead us to believe the success.

When trying out your dol- bus for new clothing, remember that we offer a wide variety of suits at the modest prices of $24.45 and $45.

But that's all that's modest about you. You've the whole band tailoring for which we're famous, all the smart suits, dresses, coats, and all-suit fabric of imported name.

Plenty of room, $4.34.

Tied suits—dinner coat and trousers—$2.49.